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possession of them throughout. It was demurred that this was an insuffi-
cient answer in point of law, since the plea was one which the Russian
court could, and as a matter of fact did, consider, and that to ex-
amine it again would mean a new trial on the merits. The demurrer
was overruled.1
.     The facts of the next case, Fadala^] Lawes^ were as
The plaintiff sued the defendant in Italy for the non-payment of
certain bills of exchange which had been accepted by the defendants'
agent acting under a power of attorney. The principal defence raised in
the action was that the bills, which purported to be ordinary commercial
bills, were given in respect of gambling transactions without the de-
fendant's authority. The defence was tried on its merits by the Italian
court, but failed, and judgment was entered for the plaintiff. The
plaintiff then brought an action in England on the judgment.
The case thus raised the simple point whether an allegation of
fraud, a matter which has already been fully investigated by
a foreign court, can once more be investigated in En gland.
The Court of Appeal unanimously answered the question in
the affirmative, and ordered a new trial with a view to discover-
ing whether the bills were given for genuine mercantile dealings
or for gambling transactions. Lindley LJ. said:3
'If the fraud upon the foreign court consists in the fact that the
plaintiff has induced that court by fraud to come to a wrong conclusion,
- you can reopen the whole case even although you will have in this court
to go into the very facts which were investigated, and which were in
issue in the foreign court. . . . The fraud practised on the court, or
alleged to have been practised on the court, was the misleading of the
court by evidence known by the plaintiff to be false.'
The latest decision of the Court of Appeal in Syafy Hey ward*
gOes even faffa^ for ft allows the retrial in England notwit'h-
standing that the plaintiff deliberately refrained from raising* in
the original trial the facts upon which the allegation of fraud is
based. The strange result appears to follow that an English
defendant to a foreign action may reserve a defence of fraud
available to him with the intention of raising it if he is sued on
the judgment in England.5 Thus, as has been well observed, the
irrational rule is suggested that :
'To disturb an English judgment allegations of fraud must be based
* It should be noticed, of course, that by demurring to the plea the plaintiff
admitted the truth of the facts it alleged.	2 (1890), 25 Q.B.D. 310*
3 At pp. 316-17.       * [1948] 2 K.B, 443.     5 65 L.Q.R. 84 (Cowen).

